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Abstract: Neoliberal Halo loses , frequently challenged and criticized ; state capitalism is sacrificed as a banner of
western capitalist countries , to respond to theInternational financial crisis , to rise Again ; to realize the innovation
and redemption of capitalism , new Capitalism becomes the subject of Western opinion ; Max hot" rising again ,
These are the four new changes that have emerged in world capitalism since the international financial crisis .
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1. neo-liberalism is deeply challenged and criticized
2007 Year 8 Month , As a result of the breaking up of subprime mortgage institutions The U.S. subprime

mortgage crisis, which was issued by, escalated to the world financial crisis . this field causes deep recession in
world economy , High unemployment rate , Poor people surge , strike Frequent and Occupy Wall Street
movement "①Wind clouds " Chung International financial crisis , make core content privatisation , Market To ,
liberalize The Western neo-liberalism of the is inevitably subject to scale sick. This disease is mainly concentrated
in two areas .

First is neo-liberalism widely regarded as the international financial crisis " initiator " " culprit " International
financial crisis after , Japan Daily News The report is keenly aware of the , There are in the world Many people do
not take this crisis because of the " subprime issues " , and think "" the culprit of the crisis " is " last century early
Reagan andThatcher implementing neoliberal economic policies ,-- Market Supremacy "," "" decades of
laissez-faire this excessive liberalism 1] . The is exactly the same . Former Australian prime minister Kevin Rudd
points out , financial crisis [] Originator is past Free Market awareness for many years form-led economic policy .
This policy is called 'New Freedom doctrine , economic liberalism , economic fundamentalism , Thatcher or
Washington consensus ' Its main philosophy includes : against Taxation , againstRegulatory , against government ,
against investing in public products , advocating no control Financial markets , Market for labor market and free
repair 2] . United States University of Massachusetts economics professor David • Coates (David Kotz ) also
considers : "" This financial crisis is 1980 year with To the neo-liberalism caused by the spread of the world a very
character Logical results . He attributed neo-liberal capitalism to the for this financial crisis " root cause " in his
opinion , financial crisis Machine because of neoliberal "" Deregulate financial controls ' and causes Poor
rich-differentiated increasingly severe " more likely " [3]. Paris, France, tenth -Doumenil, a professor of science,
also thinks neo-liberalism is the crisis reason . He points out that , has two paths to make neoliberal American
hegemony eventually inevitably goes to the crisis . A path to a non-United States factor , mainly includes a desire
for high income , Finance and globalization etc , Another path is related to American hegemony , International
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Trade Balance and internal imbalance in the United States is one of two important aspects M .
Second, the neo-liberal economic development model has repeatedly been accused of cheating sick ,

universally believed to require change and adjustment . Its ills are generally recognized because it highlights three
major issues : first for governments and cities field, Public and private , balance issues between visible and
invisible ; Next is how to achieve sustainable , Environment -friendly, low-carbon economy long , to Avoid
aggravating global warming. ; The third issue is the principle of to re-examine itself ,either a significant portion of
the person cannot Enjoy the fruits of economic growth , or must change richer countries middle class lifestyle 5 .
Now that the neoliberal economy is out Show mode is plagued by , , Change and adjust natural is
increasingly becoming the common mood and public opinion of the world. Main . French scholar Nikolai •
Baverey view , the with the home over the Credit and consumption patterns of the United States will become the
past , new liberal Globalization economic model must be constantly changing . new countries especially in Asia
emerging countries must try to create more from

① Occupy Wall Street movement is the most recent in the United States The first mass movement that has
taken capitalism as a critical core object since the year . This lets tens of millions of Americans with similar ideas
See, They're not alone ., and this allows the ruling group to see , anti-capitalist stance may also exist in the United
States , and supported .

The development base of the master , reduce reliance on developed country markets [6] . very to even former
Communist general Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev also said , Western model type just _ A major benefit to the rich
class fantasy ... is prove to be not sustainable , "" need not adjust but more To change , [7] .

in depth questioning and widespread critical noise , Copy this The Western model of the day is meaningless
"[8] , so "" wins a permanent victory western mature Liberal democratic capitalist model no, no, No. Is the only
ideologicaltarget . "[9]". United States Columbia University Professor , Nobel laureate for Economics award
Joseph •Stiglitz The also notes the neo-liberal ideology . " has lost the light of the past " loop "" , but , He thinks it
might be a good thing , because the The rust is no longer needed to be patched Ten] .

needs to indicate that , Although the international financial crisis has hit the West New liberalism , But expect
capitalism to retreat from the stage of history The idea that the neo-liberalism of the West would disappear
is beyond the day. true . The Neo-liberalism of the West was not as dead as some people had said in the aftermath
of the international the financial crisis. , opposite , It's not only remains stubbornly entrenched in the western
monopoly bourgeoisie , And it also has a certain market for the, the general developing countries . This has been
introduced from the western countries the Home at the expense of the interests of the vast majority of people to
continue the dimension the Fact of the crisis of protecting monopoly capital , from _ Some developments The
state continues to implement the neoliberal " Democratic reform " cause politics can be proven in turbulent facts .

Even in our country, which successfully responded to the international financial crisis, the , also There's a
new libertarian noise from time to time , noise coming . For example , home There is always a outside of a Some
people , paranoia uses our country to further deepen the focus areas and key aspects of the reform and our country
actively promote the whole party bit , Multi-level , Wide Area Open " time ", by wantonly attack state-owned
enterprises the so-called "" Monopoly ', trying to preach State Enterprise ' Inefficient " " and " " sell on Spirit "" ,
and deliberately provoke " country Retreat " Enter controversy, etc. , intentionally manufactures the dominant
state-owned economy with other ownership economy in our country's fundamental opposition , to achieve their "
privatisation " The plot of China's public-owned economy ; through touting ' Scheduling inefficiencies on and put
our strong macro-control Demons to the neo-liberal discourse system of the West the so-called "" Economic
Totalitarian Master "", " authoritarianism " " ,", intentionally manufacturing visible Hand and Invisible by hand "
antagonism in China's economic development " , to implement themMarket on " China economic scheme ; by
attacking China's legitimate people Industrial protection policy and trafficking "" Foreign trade dependency higher
good "" And the like. , to Compromise China's economic security and implementation them " free" " China's
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economic machinations .
If you allow these makeover however same Neoliberal rhetoric , If the argument behind these arguments is

misleading The attempt to reform the country's opening-up policy , China's reform and opening-up there are The
may be on the way to the vast majority of Chinese people . " New liberalism " . for this type of to mislead our
country's reform and opening-up with the Western neo-liberalism plot , We must always maintain a sober mind
and a high level of police then , unequivocally opposes and rejects . here , We have necessary to mention German
famous sociologist Urlich • Baker's report commandment : a country , a national , can be because of neoliberal to
death . "one]
2. State capitalism to rise again

State Capitalism returns strongly after the financial crisis , Heavy again up , becoming a common consensus
in the world opinion is rarely disputed . Russia scholar Alexei• Kiwa on , State capitalism this mode type , ""
Many countries are using , and a different political system . Home . both single-party countries , There are
multi-party countries . This mode is essentially , progressively , phases to form market economy and generation
The democratic creation of the table format . do not do ' great leap 'Don't do ' Hugh grams therapy ' does not
destroy the economy , does not reduce the standard of living of the population . do not break social system , Do
not break The traditional, do not break the original Customs and Morals . "[[] " have Western media say , Many
emerging states are taking the state of capitalist development model , its common special point is : On the one
hand encourage private enterprises and foreign investment , on the other hand controls Some core pillar industries ,
such as oil and automobile manufacturing , Expand these industries with government funds , and push it to the
global market . Exactly these features of the state capitalism model , Make " China , " Countries and other such
countries have amassed the world's largest country Home Wealth funds "," make these countries ' economic
growth in the past for 10 years , is significantly higher than free Democracies economic growth speed [+].

In addition to strengthening government intervention has become the major capitalist countries home
" bailout " and policy tools for boosting economic growth , State capital the important sign of the heavy rise of
doctrine is , " from 2004 year to 2009 year , Enter the first time a state-owned company has boarded Forbes World
Grand DukeDivision list , at the same time with Private companies withdrew from the rankings . State companies
now control the world about 90% Oil , and its control over other resources also accounts for a large percentage "
[14] . Significant increase in countries and global scope regulations , The more the public sector comes More
Natural Resources , Finance is taking over , things like this class , are all evidence of the resurgence of state
capitalism [[] .

Impact on the re-emergence of state capitalism , U.S. financial Big crocodile George • Soros view : currently
dominates , We call it Multilateral system of international capitalism , not completely collapsed , but already
heavy hit ; Its inherent ills are exposed , and subject to challenges to the workaround of the row ------ The rise of
China shows The form of an economic organization that is fundamentally different from the current international
financial system . We'll call it ' State capitalism ' to be distinguished from the under the Huasheng banner '
International Capitalism ' We are in the a The end of the era , But people are not fully aware of this.

US era The Weekly also believes that : and Communism Camp different , Today's emerging countries
capitalist countries -- main is China , Russia , and Persian Gulf Oil country -- has proven Their mode is very
successful , This allows leaders even earlier in Before this crisis began to doubt democratic capitalism is not
necessarily is the best economic development model . "[+] " There is a point of view of Fear, State capitalists
combine government resources with innovation , to can cause European and American multinationals to be
severely disadvantaged in global competition potential "[4] ". United Kingdom " economist " magazine editor
Adrian • wu Ledrich (Adrian Wooldridge) also considers , " with country capitalism with a new posture strong
rise , Western Free Capital main To face crisis . for development where you want to have a place in the world
country , State capitalism is more attractive. . because This mode can " Let them have private enterprise many
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years to build up strength .
Given the re-emergence of state capitalism , has an opinion that declares the To call "" Washington consensus

for " Chinese mode " End of effect , and say " BRICS countries " leading the world "" after Washington a total "
era ." American historian Neil • Ferguson ( Niall Ferguson) "" : The world today looks different with toward ,
Now the financial crisis seems to prove that , free capitalism stands above what mud foot . Wall Street crashes ,
seems to be the only success has a knock-on effect on the Chinese government-controlled economy . people
maybe think ,_ The era of to agree with Beijing ' ' has arrived . "[/]

here only on state capitalism and the so-called China mode for Relationship to a point of view . Economic
development in China because of resource bottlenecks bound , lack of dynamic and export-oriented development
strategies in need of a "" Adjustment and other daunting global challenges that need to accelerate the transition to
a way of development in our country per capita GNP and per capita national income in All rows in the world %
around , Our country also has 1 millions of poor people Port , and our country will remain in the primary stage of
socialism for a long time Basic conditions are not fundamentally changed , At home and abroad some people still
insist that the BRICS countries represented by China are accelerating to the So-called after " Washington
consensus " times forward , how inconsistent appropriate . This untimely appeal is worth pondering .. Union think
of the beginning of the international financial crisis , The West gives us the preset each with China Accountability
Tightly related theory , Policy trap , We think , do not follow the western discourse as the wind rotates "" Chinese
mode Go , should not only be our rationale about self-consciousness , and it should be a moment we can't forget
political responsibility . We can also not portentous , to _ is divided into two View the advantages and
disadvantages of other development models , Select the good person from the ,, bad person changed . because , ""
can keep abreast of the World , can you keep learning the world _ cut Advanced stuff , can always follow the The
trend of the world development , is related to a country , a national Xing The big question of success or failure , "
18] .
3. new Capitalism become a public opinion subject

outbreak of the international financial crisis , enables Western countries to confront the How to innovate
capitalism , make it out of trouble . with the United StatesScholar's view , the outcome of this reform will
determine capitalism and the world Economy in the next twenty or thirty years of Destiny [?] .
temporarily between , " new capital " the humanism "" becomes the subject of public opinion in Western
countries .

How Western capitalism is reformed to achieve its own salvation ? Western Insight urges leaders of Western
countries "" assume great knowledge , Moral and political responsibility , to create a new World , Create a new
globalization , creates a new growth pattern , Life Model and value system "" .

to get rid of international finance , economic crisis , To achieve Western capital Self-salvation of the book , to
French-speaking President Nicolas Sarkozy , UK Former Prime Minister Tony Blair and America's richest man
Bill • gates etc as represented by Western dignitaries and elites from all over the West start a big fight "" Moral
card ",frequent sacrifice " New capitalism "" or " " Innovative capitalism "" Banner .

Sarkozy's new Capitalism The ideal is , by resetting the accrual capitalism , to restore its moral standard , and
its good know "" . He called " new capitalism " value base for "" make gold Financial services to enterprises and
people , instead of opposite All ] .

Former British prime Minister Tony Blair's new Capitalism , with his own saying , " not going back to the
past ", Its core value is ,, The real value must be implanted in the system instead of the maximum profit to . in
addition to , system less speculative and smart sales [ [] .

Bill • Gates Innovative Capitalism is focused on Let market incentives such as profit and visibility play a
role , make Enterprise industry more inclined to service for the poor , so , It has " make profit " " " and " " living
with people who cannot fully enjoy the benefits of a market economy improved "" two missions . Bill • Gates
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Trust , herespecies "" Innovative Capitalism , Government , Enterprise and non-profit organization To cooperate ,
Let the market play a larger role ,, so that more people can make a profit , or approved , ultimately Improve global
inequalities "[|] ".

deputy Director, European Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Sergei • Card The Laganov presents the
"" Discard Extreme irresponsible free Lord semantics , "" by the most powerful and responsible countries work
together tune policy "" and The purpose of development is to pursue progress rather than democracy build
Capitalism Future System Some of the principles of [a] .

the so-called that Western elites are building new Capitalism maybe vs . 2008 year-battered capitalist system
has a great not same as , Their efforts to transform capitalism may change more or less Change the
relationship between the market and the government ( And the relationship between the two is exactly the same as
the characteristics of the various capitalist system in which the, is entered. ), but , This base a moral standard for
new Capitalism Whether can finally implement a capital Self-salvation of the humanism we are in doubt .. We
have full reason to Think, even if " new capitalism " or so-called "" Innovative Capital "" The future may become
like the British Robert • Peisidun to say "" Mercy , more Mild , more Fair and friendly , less _ Some
winner-take-all gambling means [2 6] , but , as long as the capitalist Basic contradictions not fundamentally
resolved , that so-called " new capital " This more for merciful , more Mild , more Fair and friendly , is doomed
to be Shira and blooming . _now .
4. max Hot rises again

International Finance , economic crisis makes the world especially Western developed countries To rise again
a wave " max hot " ”. about financial crisis posterityWorld Rise max hot ,2008 year all month only Day , AFP
published a comment :1989 year Berlin Wall dismantled and market economy wins , The historical wind seems to
have the ancient Marx main To sweep an empty . But everything is changing now . "" all over the world After
years of low profile , Is now starting to take advantage of the shock Global financial crisis of capitalism , Let
Marx get a new highly respected .

The West rises again max Hot The primary performance of the is of course the first the pushes his writings
and ideas back to universal popularity and attaches great importance to . with critical capitalism's monumental
masterpiece " Capital For example , financial crisis after machine , It's selling all over the world driving. , only
German one publisher on 2008 Year sold thousands of copies , before _ only sold hundreds of this [?]. comic page
Capital 2008 end in Japan publication , first print 2. 5 million copies ,not listed Ten The Day is sold out , and
Squeeze in the bestseller list []. According to Russian new network 2008 year 11 month 6 Day reports that ,
Turkey also plans on 2011 Year pre-reprint has long been Forbidden Capital . read " Capital " can be said
worldwide out of Place, is especially a witness "neoliberal happiness " promise bankrupt young readers especially
young scholar's new fashion . reported , from 2008 year ten Month start , " Capital " re-enter German University
class , In all of Germany to The famous institutions of the forum , once again the Proletarian Union worldwide
The sound of the tone , A new generation of German university students carefully study this Marx's by the code
works , Thinking about ways out of the immediate financial crisis [9].

max Hot Why does rise again? ? should say " " The main or direct reason is Marx's capitalism Analysis of is
still not outdated , what he did to capitalism was multiple prophecies , all in __ To become a reality , In other
words , Marx's point of view for a correct understanding of the current financial crisis and scientific Mastery
Human societyThe future development of the meeting has important guiding significance . just as German trier "
Carl · Marx Museum and Research Center " director Poville " Grant to the ":" " The source of this upsurge , The is
mainly because Western societies in the Development has encountered one some questions , such as about
Freedom , about poverty ,about financial crisis and so on , When these problems become more serious hou , Some
people start thinking about what we're living in . World , especially in the context of globalization , We are
understanding this World encounters difficulties , We need and try to help help , include back to history
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experience , at this time , and we found Marx was his age. on how to understand the world. Someone who makes a
productive thinking . .

Today , We hope to deepen our understanding of the world through Marx Solution , deepen Our own
understanding of self-awareness , To better understand what's going on around you and the whole world. potential .
This is one of those recent years when people began to focus on Marx again. big reason . [3°] Many Western
scholars have pointed out that the financial crisis validates many of Marx's predictions . For example , American
Famous political review agent Christopher • Ashley says , Global financial crisis Real Marx about the capitalist
system in the United States will be stalled and start decaying , due to crazy speculation , Detroit Auto City is
possible stop manufacturing cars ... "" etc prophecies , Now it all becomes Live reality . Canadian scholar Leo •
Banich also considers , " He " ( refers to Marx -- citation note accurately foresee the citation send some fatal
factors for today's global economic crisis : in the competition Market , World of commodity production and
financial speculation , What he has called ' Paradox ' is intrinsic [?] . Many scholars of the West and even the
world have a reputation to Marx about capitalism through time and space The profound insight of the shows
admiration for the . American scholar John • cassidy This says : as long as capitalism exists , Marx's work on the
value to read . "] " " world famous left-wing scholar , Political Economy Casa Mills · Amin (Samir Amin) also
point to : Today , for rationale and transform the world , Marx was never so useful and necessary . "+]Italian
scholar Marcelo • Mastor also , " facing capital main crisis and deep contradictions of the Righteous Society ,1989
year after Max is world too lightly put aside , But his thoughts and understanding and transformation
Contemporary society closely related , It's time to re-examine him. "" Before ] . German philosopher Hans • Heinz
• Holtz also says : Max is alive , Because his theory still applies today. , Chith want to cheer us on .. Max is one of
us

① The capitalist crisis has restored the morale of the Communist Party tenth times the Communist Workers '
Party International Conference convened , 2008 Year One Month Day AFP Brasilia .member , illuminates
contemporary Society for US , indicates the future path . [+] so , In their view , Although "" The fall of the Berlin
Wall and the Soviet communist mainsemantics ( ) Although not China's unusual communism ) crash has Passes
faster Year , but , Marx and Engels attack Click some Criticisms of the capitalist economy in the middle of the
century after next years ... Is still alive [a] is not a What's not understandable . Max biography ( 1999 year
published) ) and " Capital " resolution " author of ,English writer F . Huien more believe , " Max is likely
to become Century's most influential think think home .

max Hot the sprang up again with a that cannot be mentioned Because Marx founded the theory that the "
Human Emancipation " this a The eternal theme of historical development . just as the famous French theorist
Alan Badiu the , The world financial crisis fully demonstrates the , person class-free theme never loses its effect ,
no doubt , '[ communism ] ' The word is a reflection of this topic . He thinks , no can allow Communism to be "
derogatory and insulting ", now " re " Promote communism , and make itclearer . This clarity is also its feature
since , as if Marx had said in the founding of Communism,,, that the , Communism broke the tradition in the most
radical way concept ,proposed the free development of everyone in society by development condition ""[3 6].
coincidentally , Italian scholar Marcelo · Mastor also indicates , " without Marx " , We will be declared Severe
aphasia , promoting human emancipation still need him . so , in his view , " " Marx hot "" the resurgence is
history bound , He said he believed ," He " ( Max -- citation note 's ' ghost ' must wander around the world , and
shocking people for a long time.

about max Hot resurgence of meaning , Although there are based Various comments from different
perspectives , but , There is little doubt , then is the inevitable rule that it reflects or represents history . , proved
Deng comrade Xiaoping about "" The people who are in favor of Marxism in the world will have more than one .
to "" 3]Important assertion we believe that : max Hot again rise , to further deepen the understanding of Marxism
in the world ,, Wider dissemination of scientific truth of Marxism ,especially for me They better stick to the
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positive significance of Marxism. .
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